
FACT SHEET TouchPoint Dining Frequently Asked Questions

Review this fact sheet to learn the answers to frequently asked 
questions about Computrition's TouchPoint Dining solution for 
communicating between Nutrition Care Management (NCM) and 
meal ordering systems.

What products are required in order to have patient selectable menus on the TV/monitor 
in the patients’ rooms?
The user must have the Computrition NCM Select package and the TouchPoint Dining XChange Gateway product as well as a meal 
ordering system and in-suite TVs/monitors. For room service environments, Computrition’s Room Service add-on module is required.

Do I need a specific HIS system?

How many Call Center FTE’s can we plan to save or reallocate as a result of implementing 
this system in a room service environment?

Can I show pictures of my food items on the TV?

Which nutrients display on the TVs/monitors for recipes and meal totals?

Can I restrict how many selections a patient can make?
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No. The Order Entry HIS system can have the ability to send an Electronic Meal Selection Appropriate (EMSA) flag as part of their diet 
order message. This system is flexible, however, this same action can also be accomplished by other means.

A typical dining call center model requires one operator for every 50-75 meals served, depending upon menu complexity. Based on 
success findings with customers using this solution, a reduction in 1-1.5 FTE’s less than the typical dining call center model is a fair 
estimation. At full implementation with 30% participation, call center staffing savings may be 2.5 FTE’s less than the typical model.

Depending on the meal ordering system, pictures of food items may be displayed.

This is entirely configurable by the user and may be determined by the aesthetic quality based on the dimensions of the monitor.

Yes. In NCM, each Publishing Group table entry may be assigned a maximum number of selections, and this is enforced in the meal 
ordering system user interface displayed on the TVs/monitors. For example, a patient may be restricted to select only ONE entrée, but 
an unlimited number of sides or beverages.
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